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WARM SUMMER GREETINGS from Stephen
Burdick Design! We've received new business and
returning customers, and were honored by awards
for our work. Project descriptions are on-line at
www.stephenburdickdesign.com, and some print
samples are available on request. Here's the latest:
A PEACEFUL PROMOTION: We've enclosed a
sample of a recent collaboration with Red Sun
Press. As a worker-owned printing company
dedicated to social justice, they invited us to join
with a group of activist/artists creating artwork on
the theme of peace. The final art was presented in a
postcard-series invitation to an event launching the
printer's new color press, and as a souvenir poster
to display both the artists' and printer's talents.
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NEW CLIENTS: International Physicians for the
Prevention on Nuclear War (IPPNW) hired us to
design a fundraising mailer. Titled"Voice and
Vision," the kit appeals to a generation of activists
passing the torch to young medical students
working toward a nuclear weapons-free future.
It includes a folder with tiered inserts, a brochure,
stickers, return envelope, and the "disarming"
magnet shown above. Response has been glowing!
We created a portable display for IPPNW's Aiming
for Prevention program, featuring their One Bullet
Story, describing the effects that one bullet injury
can have on the lives and finances of a
community. By highlighting the plight of the
victims through their own testimony, they aim to
convince people of the necessity for small arms
abolition. The modular display, with presentation
CD and brochures, traveled to events in South
Africa and the United Nations.
We designed a Web site for Ganesa Garden
Design of Los Angeles to reflecting their "zen"
approach to garden and landscape design. The site,
www.ganesagardendesign.com, includes an on-line
portfolio, biography, contact info, with sketched
plans and photos of finished projects, linked with
the terms "Beauty," "Bounty," and "Bliss."

AWARDS: While our favorite recognition
is the comments (and returning business!) we
get from satisfied clients, our work has recently
received these honors from the design community:
Marcam Creative Awards honored our
self-promotional hit: 2005 Galápagos Sketchbook –
an illustrated booklet of impressions from a trip
to las islas encantadas off the coast of Ecuador.
Summit Creative Awards selected our design
for the 2004 Wainwright Bank Annual Report ;
and the illustration of our Buenos Aires Valentine,
a sketchbook from our adventures in Argentina.
Communicator Awards awarded
our logo design for Project Place's
HomePlate enterprise, book design
for Wainwright Bank's Social Justice
History; and illustration for our
2005 holiday greeting (shown here).

KEEP INFORMED: Download this
and our past newsletters on-line at
www.stephenburdickdesign.com/sbdnews.html.
If your addressed contact is outdated or incorrect,
help us update our snail-mail list by emailing us at
sbdesign@shore.net Cheers!

RETURN OF THE HAPPY CLIENT:
Wainwright Bank returned to us for the design
their 2005 Annual Report emulating the graphic
style of their new Web site (launching later this
month). A pdf version can be downloaded at
www.wainwrightbank.com.
Nantucket Wine Festival contracted us
to update their graphics to promote the
10th anniversary of their wine and fine
dining festivities. The project included
advertising, program design, posters,
tickets and environmental graphics.
Graphics incorporated the artwork
of local fine artist Kerry Hallam.
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